Analysis of network based co-expression modules for Alzheimer's disease.
There has been an intensive research going on for Alzheimer's disease (AD) to understand its cause and progression through the past decade. However, the pathogenic factors that are responsible for these processes are still unclear. In this research we utilize the hippocampal gene expression data of 22 AD patients and present a framework for a comparative study to evaluate the two similarity measures, Mutual Information and Pearson Correlation Coefficient in developing gene coexpression networks. We hypothesize that Mutual Information based co-expression networks can capture more biologically significant dependencies as compared to Pearson Correlation Coefficient due to its ability to capture non-linear relationships. We utilize a parameter free module discovery algorithm to detect functional modules discovered by the two approaches. Further, to validate our approach, we compared the identified functional modules resulted by our experiments to the existing biological modules by computing the Jaccard index between them. Finally, we evaluated the discovered modules for their biological significance by performing biomedical literature search. We also investigated the drug interdiction pathways, which suggest potential targets for intervention.